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The future belongs to the data scientists



Analytics in today’s world
Analytics technology plays a key role in solving 
today’s business problems. Organizations are often 
collecting data at a faster rate than they can handle. 
Therefore, they need people who can make sense 
of that data, manage and analyze it, build models 
and determine what information delivers the most 
value.

A career in analytics is a smart 
choice
People with an analytical skill set are highly sought- 
after. By acquiring the analytical skills that organiza-
tions are looking for, you will  differentiate yourself.

Webinar 
number

E-learning Course Lessons 
covered

Topics

1 SAS Programming 1: Essentials Lesson 1-2 Getting Started

2 SAS Programming 1: Essentials Lesson 3-4 Prepare Data

3 SAS Programming 1: Essentials Lesson 5-7 Analyzing & Reporting

4 SAS Programming 2: Data Manipulation Lesson 1-2 Control Input & Output

5 SAS Programming 2: Data Manipulation Lesson 3-4 Functions & Formats

6 SAS Programming 2: Data Manipulation Lesson 5-7 Repetitive Code & Table Structure

   SAS SCYP Webinars   

To help you learn SAS, we run 6 webinars 
quarterly throughout the year, where Expert 
SAS Instructors highlight important areas of 
SAS and you will be able to ask questions to 
the instructors. The webinars will be  recorded. 
We strongly recommend that you use the 
combination of webinars and e-Learning to 
learn SAS.



Expand your opportunities with SAS® skills 
and become an analytics expert
When you know SAS® a whole new world of oppurtunities will 
be open to you – for example:

• Helping to reduce fraud in banking
• Increase speed to market for pharmaceuticals in life sciences
• Forecast demand in retail
• Detect security breaches in government
• Identify students at risk of falling behind

   What we offer   

• Free SAS Software
• A digital classroom with resources to learn SAS
• Webinars
• Support and access to expert SAS Instructors
• SAS Certification Exam
• Practice exam to test if you are ready for the exam
• Network with SAS customers and SAS partners

The SAS SCYP Program is offered to students pursuing a de-
gree at universities and university colleges in countries where 
we organize exam testing events and job events for students. 
Check out the registration form on www.sas.com/scyp to see if 
the SAS SCYP Program is offered in your country.

Access SAS
Software

Learn SAS Take the ExamPrepare for
Certification

1 2 3 4

Free SAS software for academic, noncommercial use. An interactive, online community. Free access to 
superior training and documentation. Free registration for the certification exam. Gain the analytical 

skills you need to secure your future.



Join SAS SCYP and get SAS certified
• Validate your skills and stand out
• Earn recognition for your knowledge
• Increase your value to future employers
• Build your credibility as a SAS professional
• Receive a digital badge you can share

   Interested?   

Register for SAS SCYP here:  
www.sas.com/scyp

Join our SCYP community on Facebook where you 
can learn more about the program, connect to other 
SCYP students and ask questions about the program. 
www.facebook.com/scyp

We look forward to helping you learn SAS, get a SAS 
certification and have a great start to your career.

The SAS SCYP Team


